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Abstract
Background: The assessment of usability is a complex process that involves several steps and procedures. It is important to
standardize the evaluation and reporting of usability procedures across studies to guide researchers, facilitate comparisons across
studies, and promote high-quality usability studies. The first step to standardizing is to have an overview of how usability study
procedures are reported across the literature.
Objective: This scoping review of reviews aims to synthesize the procedures reported for the different steps of the process of
conducting a user-centered usability assessment of digital solutions relevant for older adults and to identify potential gaps in the
present reporting of procedures. The secondary aim is to identify any principles or frameworks guiding this assessment in view
of a standardized approach.
Methods: This is a scoping review of reviews. A 5-stage scoping review methodology was used to identify and describe relevant
literature published between 2009 and 2020 as follows: identify the research question, identify relevant studies, select studies for
review, chart data from selected literature, and summarize and report results. The research was conducted on 5 electronic databases:
PubMed, ACM Digital Library, IEEE, Scopus, and Web of Science. Reviews that met the inclusion criteria (reporting on
user-centered usability evaluation procedures for any digital solution that could be relevant for older adults and were published
in English) were identified, and data were extracted for further analysis regarding study evaluators, study participants, methods
and techniques, tasks, and test environment.
Results: A total of 3958 articles were identified. After a detailed screening, 20 reviews matched the eligibility criteria. The
characteristics of the study evaluators and participants and task procedures were only briefly and differently reported. The methods
and techniques used for the assessment of usability are the topics that were most commonly and comprehensively reported in the
reviews, whereas the test environment was seldom and poorly characterized.
Conclusions: A lack of a detailed description of several steps of the process of assessing usability and no evidence on good
practices of performing it suggests that there is a need for a consensus framework on the assessment of user-centered usability
evaluation. Such a consensus would inform researchers and allow standardization of procedures, which are likely to result in
improved study quality and reporting, increased sensitivity of the usability assessment, and improved comparability across studies
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and digital solutions. Our findings also highlight the need to investigate whether different ways of assessing usability are more
sensitive than others. These findings need to be considered in light of review limitations.
(JMIR Hum Factors 2021;8(1):e22774) doi: 10.2196/22774
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Introduction
Background
Digital solutions, defined as any set of technologies, systems,
and mobile apps that are available on a digital device such as
an iPad, a laptop, or a smartphone [1], have become popular in
different areas, namely to optimize and personalize health care
provision [2], to promote healthy lifestyles (eg, physical activity)
[3,4], to minimize loneliness and social exclusion by promoting
social, religious, civic, and political participation [5-7], or to
improve safety, independence, and confidence [2].
The accelerated aging of the population imposes several
challenges on the health care and social systems. Owing to the
higher rates of disease and morbidity [8,9], digital solutions
have been noted as a valid contributor to help reach a high
number of individuals at lower costs [10]. However, developing
digital solutions adjusted to older adults presents specific
challenges related to age and disease, such as loss of visual and
hearing acuity or changes in fine motricity. These need to be
considered so that the technology matches the users’ needs and
characteristics and, ultimately, its use results in an added value
in daily life [11,12]. To guarantee that a digital solution is fully
adjusted to its users, a robust evaluation process must be
considered [13]. One of the key attributes of digital solutions
that require careful attention and evaluation is usability.
Usability is part of the user experience, that is, the total usage
phenomenon [14], and is defined as the measure by which a
product can be used by specific users to achieve specific goals
with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction in a specific
context of use [15]. Efficacy refers to the degree of accuracy
and completeness with which users achieve certain goals in a
given environment, efficiency is related to the accuracy and
completeness of the goals achieved with regard to the resources
used, and satisfaction is defined as the comfort and acceptance
on the use of a system [15]. Furthermore, the level of usability
obtained depends on the specific circumstances in which the
product is used and the usage context includes users, tasks,
equipment (hardware and software), and the physical and social
environment, as all of these factors can influence the usability
of digital solutions [15]. In other words, usability is the ability
of a product to be understood, learned, used, and attractive to
the user, when used under specific conditions. This definition
reinforces the idea that a product has no intrinsic usability and
only the ability to be used under specific conditions [16]. Good
usability allows reducing task execution times, errors, or
learning times; improves user satisfaction; and leads to improved
product acceptability, increased user satisfaction, and improved
product reliability [17].
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Usability evaluation is an important part of the overall
development of user interaction mechanisms, which consists
of interactive cycles of design, prototyping, and validation [18].
Ideally, usability evaluation must be present at all development
stages and must be iterative to enable a continuous evolution
of the quality of the product or service. The literature describes
several models, methods, and techniques to ensure that usability
issues are considered during the development process. The
selection of these models, methods, and techniques depends on
the development stage of digital solutions and available
resources [19]. Certain models of usability assessment rely on
usability experts, whereas others rely on end users (user-centered
usability assessment). The former are known as the analytical
models [20] and involve the inspection of the digital solution
by experts to assess the various aspects of user interaction
against an established set of principles of interface design and
usability [21,22]. The latter refer to the empirical models [20]
and involve having the perspective of users and are key to highly
usable digital solutions by ensuring that the digital solutions
meet the users’ needs and requirements, that is, they are adapted
to the body and mind of their user in a given context [23]. This
perspective is gathered using different methods (eg, test and
inquiry) and techniques (eg, interviews, think-aloud, and
observation), which are usually combined [24]. Both models
are essential in the development process of digital solutions and
provide complementary information [25]. This review focuses
on the users’ assessment of usability.
Usability assessment involving users is a complex task, and the
use of only one method (eg, test or inquiry) may not be
comprehensive enough to thoroughly consider all relevant issues
associated with a given product or service [19]. In addition,
different methods have different strengths and weaknesses and
provide information on different aspects of the digital solution
[19]. Nevertheless, it is important to standardize the evaluation
and reporting of usability procedures across studies. This will
guide researchers, facilitate comparisons across studies, promote
high-quality usability studies, which would be more likely to
identify usability problems, and provide relevant data that
contribute to highly usable solutions. The first step to
standardizing is to provide an overview of how user-centered
usability evaluation procedures are reported in the literature.

Objective
This scoping review of reviews aims to synthesize the
procedures used or reported for the different steps of the process
of conducting a user-centered usability assessment of digital
solutions relevant for older adults and identify potential gaps
in the present reporting of procedures. The secondary aim is to
identify the principles guiding this assessment.
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Methods

searched for reviews from 2009 onward that covered the primary
studies published after 2007.

Study Design

Selection of Relevant Studies

This study followed the 5-stage scoping review methodology
defined by Levac et al [26] based on the framework previously
developed by Arskey and O’Malley [27]. The stages include
(1) identification of the research question, (2) identification of
relevant studies, (3) selection of relevant studies, (4) charting
the data, and (5) collating, summarizing, and reporting the
results of the review. A scoping review of the literature aims to
map key concepts, summarize a range of evidence, especially
in complex fields, and identify gaps in the existing literature.
It allows for broader perspectives in comparison with systematic
reviews [26,27] and, therefore, was the appropriate approach
for this study, in which we aimed to cover a broad range of
usability evaluation procedures and identify gaps to direct future
research.

All references were imported into Mendeley software (Elsevier,
North-Holland) through which duplicates were removed. The
first 300 abstracts were screened by 3 reviewers (HC, AS, and
NR). Differences in judgment were used to refine the inclusion
and exclusion criteria and were discussed until consensus was
reached. This first phase of screening also served to build a
common understanding of the inclusion and exclusion criteria.
Screening of the remaining abstracts was performed by 1
reviewer (HC). Similarly, the first 10 full articles were screened
by 2 reviewers (HC and AS), and differences in judgment were
discussed until consensus was reached. If consensus was difficult
to attain, a third reviewer who is a senior reviewer and an expert
on usability (NR) was consulted. The remaining full papers
were independently screened by one of these 3 reviewers.

Identification of the Research Question

To be included in this scoping review, studies had to report on
user-centered usability procedures or methods of evaluation for
any type of digital solution that could be relevant for older adults
and that was (1) published in English; (2) a review, either
systematic, scoping, or narrative review; (3) addressing and
synthesizing evidence on any of the steps or methodologies
used for usability assessment; and (4) addressing usability in
general or for a specific digital solution that was considered
relevant (this was a subjective judgment made by the authors
of the review) to older adults or those caring for older adults,
such as informal caregivers, family members, or health care
professionals.

The research question provides a roadmap for the subsequent
stages of the review. It was defined based on the analysis of the
literature in the field of usability evaluation of digital solutions
and the expertise of the research team, that is, during our
previous work in the field of usability evaluation, we identified
a lack of consensus in the academic literature regarding the
instruments, protocols, and methodologies used for assessing
usability across a range of digital solutions (eg, websites,
assistive technology, augmented reality). Therefore, to have a
more in-depth knowledge of the practices and procedures used,
the following research question was defined: What are the
current practices for the user-centered assessment of the
usability of digital solutions (eg, procedures instruments)
relevant (ie, that could be used and have value) for the older
adult population? This broad question was subdivided into 5
research questions: (1) What are the characteristics of study
evaluators reported in user-centered usability studies for digital
solutions relevant to older adults? (2) What are the
characteristics of study participants reported in user-centered
usability studies for digital solutions relevant to older adults?
(3) How are the tasks used for user-centered usability studies
for digital solutions relevant to older adults? (4) What are the
methods and techniques used in user-centered usability studies
for digital solutions relevant to older adults? and (5) Where (ie,
the environment) do user-centered usability evaluations take
place?

Identification of Relevant Studies
The search expression usability OR user experience was used
in the electronic search carried out in PubMed, ACM Digital
Library, IEEE, Scopus, and Web of Science. The search
expression did not include older adults as we did not want to
limit the inclusion of reviews to those specifically mentioning
older adults. Databases were searched for English language
reviews published between January 1, 2009, and January 23,
2020. The limit of 2009 was established, as 2007 was the year
the ambient assisted living joint programme was launched by
the European Commission, which is a transnational funding
program exclusively focused on the research and development
of digital solutions directed at older adults [28]. Therefore, we
http://humanfactors.jmir.org/2021/1/e22774/
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Studies were excluded if they (1) were grossly unrelated to the
study topic (eg, chemistry field); (2) targeted children or younger
age groups (eg, digital solutions for children with diabetes); (3)
addressed usability for nondigital solutions (eg, buildings) or
digital solutions assessed as not of interest for older adults or
those caring for them (eg, moodle and eLearning solutions);
and (4) addressed usability of digital solutions for caregivers
of older adults, but only those studies that did not involve
interaction or feedback with older persons or those caring for
them were included.

Charting the Data and Collating, Summarizing, and
Reporting the Results
The data extraction tool was developed using an iterative team
process. The preliminary data extraction categories were derived
from our research questions. The following data were extracted
from each review: authors, year of publication, purpose/aim of
the study, and the number of studies included in the review.
Further extraction, analysis, and reporting of results were guided
by the framework proposed by Ellsworth et al [29] for reporting
usability evaluations, and the following operational definitions
were used for this review:
1.
2.

Study evaluators, that is, the individuals who conducted
the usability evaluation.
Participants, that is, the individuals who were asked to
evaluate the usability of a product or service.
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4.

Tasks, that is, the activities that participants were asked to
perform when evaluating the usability of a product or
service.
Methods and techniques: methods refer to the set of
techniques used to perform formative user-centered usability
evaluation of a certain type at any stage of the product or
service development. Usability evaluation techniques refer
to a set of procedures used to perform a usability evaluation
and collect data of a certain type. For this review, methods
and techniques of usability evaluation were categorized and
defined as presented in Table 1 (adapted from Martins et
al [30]). Usability assessment usually requires the
combination of more than one method, can be conducted

Silva et al

5.

remotely (ie, evaluators are separated in space from users)
or in the presence of the participants, and can be
synchronous (ie, occur at the time of the participants’
interaction with the system) or asynchronous [30].
The test environment, that is, the environment where the
evaluation of usability takes place: (1) laboratory or
controlled conditions, usually a transversal assessment, or
(2) in a real context, that is, the usability assessment is
carried out in the same context and circumstances where
the end product or service is expected to be used, which is
usually a longitudinal assessment.

Details on the characteristics of each of these components of
the usability assessment were extracted.

Table 1. Methods of user-centered usability evaluation.
Method and definition and technique for data collection

Definition

Test: involves observing users while they perform predefined tasks and consists of collecting mostly quantitative data; the test is centered
on the interaction of the user with the technology
Performance evaluation

Evaluated by recording elements related to the execution of a particular
task (eg, execution time, success or failure, number of errors, eye-tracking,
and automated usability evaluation or logfiles or web usage analysis or
app-use generated data or sensor data)

Observation

Attentive visualization and systematic recording of a particular phenomenon, including people, artifacts, environments, behaviors, and interactions. Observation can be direct, when the researcher is present during
the task execution, or indirect, when the task is observed through other
means such as video recording

Think-aloud

Users are invited to talk about what they see, do, think, or feel as they interact with the system or service

Inquiry: provide valuable, subjective, and usually qualitative information on the users’ opinions and expectations
Focus groups

Involves a small number of people in an informal discussion

Interviews

Involves a one-to-one interaction to gather opinions, attitudes, perceptions,
and experiences

Scales/questionnaires

Collects data on characteristics, thoughts, feelings, perceptions, behaviors,
or attitudes, measuring either one (scale) or several (questionnaire) dimensions of usability. It is important to distinguish whether instruments were
validated

Diary studies

Users record events related to their experience in the context of daily activity and later share them with the evaluators

Card sorting

It involves participants using logic while sorting content or cards into
categories or groups that make sense to them, given the information they
are provided with

Results
Overview
The PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
Reviews and Meta-Analyses) flow diagram for this scoping
review is presented in Figure 1. A total of 3958 articles were
identified from the 5 electronic databases. Of these, 1298 were
eliminated because they were duplicates or did not have the
author’s name. The remaining 2660 records were screened based
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on title and abstract and 2509 were excluded because they were
not reviews (66/2660, 2.48%) or were out of scope (2443/2660,
91.8%). A total of 151 full texts were read for further analysis.
Of these, 115 manuscripts were excluded because they were
not related to usability, 3 articles were not found, and 13
reported on the assessment of usability by experts. Therefore,
20 reviews were included in this scoping review of the reviews.
Of these, 19 were systematic reviews and one was a narrative
review. Table 2 presents the main characteristics of the included
reviews (study, purpose, and number of included studies).
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Figure 1. Flow diagram showing study identification and selection for the present review.
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Table 2. General characteristics of included reviews.
Study

Purpose of the review

Ellsworth et al (2017) [29]

Review methods employed for usability testing on electron- 120
ic health records

Allison et al (2019) [31]

Review methodologies and techniques to evaluate websites; 69
provide a framework of the appropriate website attributes
that could be applied to any future website evaluations

Azad-Khaneghah et al (2020) [32]

Review the rating scales used to evaluate usability and
quality of mobile health applications

Baharuddin et al (2013) [33]

Propose a set of usability dimensions that should be consid- Not referred
ered for designing and evaluating mobile applications

Bastien (2010) [34]

List test procedures and define and develop tools to help
conduct user tests

Not referred (narrative review)

Bhutkar et al (2013) [35]

List the most commonly applied usability evaluation
methods and related emerging trends

30

Cavalcanti et al (2018) [36]

Understand which methods and user assessment approaches 32
are commonly used in motor rehabilitation studies that use
augmented reality applications

Fernandez et al (2012) [37]

Analyze the usability evaluation methods that have proven 18
to be the most effective in the web domain

Fernandez et al (2011) [38]

Analyze the usability evaluation methods that have been
employed to evaluate web applications over the last 14
years

Fu et al (2017) [39]

Assess the usability of diabetes mobile apps developed for 7
adults with type 2 diabetes

Hussain et al (2014) [40]

Review the relevant and appropriate usability dimensions
and measurements for banking applications

Inal et al (2020) [41]

Analyze how usability is being addressed and measured in 42
mobile health interventions for mental health problems

Klaassen et al (2016) [42]

Analyze if usability methods are equally employed for
different end-user groups and applications

Lim et al (2019) [43]

Identify, study, and analyze existing usability metrics,
72
methods, techniques, and areas in mobile augmented reality
learning

Narasimha et al (2017) [44]

Analyzing the characteristics of usability-related studies
conducted using geriatric participants and the subsequent
usability challenges identified

Shah and Chiew (2019) [45]

Identify, analyze, and synthesize the usability features and 27
assessment approaches of pain management mobile applications targeted at the evaluation studies

Simor et al (2016) [46]

Analyze usability evaluation methods used for gesture10
based games, considering devices with the motion-sensing
capability

Sousa and Lopez (2017) [47]

Identify psychometrically tested questionnaires that measure the usability of eHealth tools

35

Yen and Bakken (2012) [48]

Review and categorize health information technology usability study methods, and to provide practical guidance
on health information technology usability evaluation

346

Zapata et al (2015) [49]

Review a set of selected papers that perform a usability
evaluation of mobile health–related mobile apps

22

Study Evaluators
Only 4 out of the 20 (20%) [29,36,37,46] included reviews
briefly mentioned any characteristic of the evaluators' profile.
One of the reviews [36] reported that one of the 32 articles
http://humanfactors.jmir.org/2021/1/e22774/
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Number of studies included in the review

87

206

49

127

16

included mentioned that the person who performed the usability
assessment was a blind evaluator. One review stated that several
studies (exact numbers not provided) used graduate students as
both evaluators to perform usability inspections and participants
in experimental sessions (eg, think-aloud protocol, remote user
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testing) [37], whereas another review [46] reported that usability
evaluations were conducted by researchers. In a review by
Ellsworth et al [29], 29% (35/120) of the included articles
presented the description of the study evaluators responsible
for designing and carrying out the usability evaluation, but the
characteristics reported in primary studies were not provided.

the majority of the studies, the protocol used was presented.
Zapata et al [49] performed a systematic review on mobile health
apps and reported that 17 of the 22 primary studies included
reported the number of tasks performed by the users. The
number of tasks ranged between 1 and 25.

Participants

Of the 20 systematic reviews included, only 3 (15%) [33,40,41]
did not refer to the methods and techniques of usability used.
Among the inquiry methods, the questionnaires/scales (15/20,
75%) and interviews (12/20, 60%) were most commonly
reported. Among the test methods, the techniques of
performance (9/20, 45%) and think-aloud were the most
commonly reported (6/20, 30%; Table 3). Of the 20 reviews, 6
(30%) reported on combinations of techniques mentioning a
total of 22 different combinations of 4, 3, or 2 techniques. Most
combinations include at least one technique from each method,
which indicates that a multimethod approach was used (Table
4). Among scales/questionnaires, which constitute the technique
most often reported, the most common usability assessment
scales were the System Usability Scale [29,32,41-43,46,47] and
the Post-Study System Usability Questionnaire [41,42,46,47].
The other scales/questionnaires include the Questionnaire for
User Interaction Satisfaction [29,42,47], the Software Usability
Measurement Inventory [32,42], the Usefulness, Satisfaction,
and Ease of use Questionnaire [32,41], the Computer System
Usability Questionnaire [32,47], the After-Scenario
Questionnaire [46,47], the Perceived Useful and Ease of Use
[32], the IsoMetrics usability inventory [32], the Health
Information Technology Usability Evaluation Scale [32], the
user Mobile Application Rating Scale [32]; the IBM ease of use
[42], and the ISO 9241–11 Questionnaire [43]. In addition,
several reviews have reported the use of nonvalidated
questionnaires [32,41,43,46]. One review reported that 26% of
the included studies used a remote assessment of usability,
where participants are in an uncontrolled environment [31].

Half of the reviews included in this scoping review did not refer
to the characteristics of the participants included in the primary
studies reviewed. Of the reviews, 50% (10/20) reviews that
reported on any of the participants' characteristics, 4 reported
mean age or age range [36,41,46,49], 4 reported the gender of
participants [36,41,44,46], 8 reported the sample size
[35,36,39,41,42,46,47,49], and 7 reported on other
characteristics of participants by describing them as healthy
participants or as having a specific clinical condition
[36,37,39,41,44,46,49]. Nevertheless, 20% (4/20) reviews that
reported the age of the participants also reported that not all
primary studies detailed such information. Similar findings were
reported for gender and sample size. No reference to sample
size calculation or rationale for deciding on sample size was
provided. Other characteristics of participants mentioned were
being healthy, having a specific clinical condition, belonging
to a specific occupational group (health care providers or
students), and previous experience with mobile devices.
Multimedia Appendix 1 presents a description of the information
provided within the included reviews.

Tasks
Only 2 of the 20 (10%) included reviews referred to the tasks
that participants were asked to perform for the usability
evaluation [46,49]. Simor et al [46] conducted a usability
evaluation for gesture-based games and reported that the games
and, consequently, the usability evaluation of each study had
different aims, target populations, interfaces, and details, but in
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Table 3. Detailed techniques used for usability evaluation.
Study

Inquiry

Performance
evaluation
(n=9)

Observation
(n=3)

Think-aloud
(n=6)

Focus group
(n=3)

Interview
(n=12)

Scales or
Diary studies
questionnaires (n=1)
(n=15)

Card sorting
(n=1)

✓a

—b

—

—

—

✓

—

—

Azad—
Khaneghah et al
(2020) [32]

—

—

—

—

✓

—

—

Bastien (2010)
[34]

—

—

—

—

✓

—

✓

—

Bhutkar et al
(2013) [35]

✓

—

✓

—

✓

—

—

—

Cavalcanti et al
(2018) [36]

✓

—

✓

—

—

✓

—

—

Ellsworth et al
(2017) [29]

—

—

—

✓

✓

✓

—

✓

Fernandez et al
(2012) [37]

✓

—

✓

—

✓

✓

—

—

Fernandez et al
(2011) [38]

✓

—

✓

✓

✓

✓

—

—

Fu et al (2017)
[39]

✓

—

—

—

—

✓

—

—

Klaassen et al
(2016) [42]

✓

✓

—

—

✓

✓

—

—

Lim et al (2019) ✓
[43]

—

—

—

✓

✓

—

—

Narasimha et al —
(2017) [44]

—

—

—

✓

✓

—

—

Shah and Chiew —
(2019) [45]

✓

—

—

✓

✓

—

—

Simor et al
(2016) [46]

—

—

—

—

✓

✓

—

—

Sousa and
Lopez (2017)
[47]

—

—

—

—

—

✓

—

—

Yen and
Bakken (2012)
[48]

—

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

—

—

Zapata et al
(2015) [49]

✓

—

✓

—

✓

✓

—

—

Allison et al
(2019) [31]

a

Test

Reported in the review.

b

Not reported.
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Table 4. Detailed description of the combination of techniques used for usability assessment.
Techniques

Multimethod

Cavalcanti et
al (2018) [36]

Fu et al (2017) Inal et al
[39]
(2020) [41]

Shah & Chiew Simor et al
(2019) [45]
(2016) [46]

Zapata et al
(2015) [49]

✓a

N/Ab

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

✓

Observation + performance
✓
evaluation + scale/questionnaire
+ interview

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

✓

Observation + scale/questionnaire+ interview + diary studies

N/A

N/A

✓

N/A

N/A

N/A

✓

Performance evaluation + think- N/A
aloud + scale/questionnaire + interview

N/A

✓

N/A

N/A

N/A

✓

Observation + performance
N/A
evaluation + think-aloud + interview

N/A

✓

N/A

N/A

N/A

✓

N/A

✓

✓

N/A

N/A

✓

Performance evaluation +
N/A
scale/questionnaire + focus group

N/A

✓

N/A

N/A

N/A

✓

Performance evaluation +
✓
scale/questionnaire + observation

N/A

✓

N/A

N/A

N/A

✓

Performance evaluation + obser- N/A
vation

N/A

✓

N/A

✓

N/A

N/A

Think-aloud + scale/questionnaire + interview

N/A

N/A

✓

✓

N/A

N/A

✓

Think-aloud + scale/questionnaire + interview

N/A

✓

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

✓

Scale/questionnaire + interview
+ focus group

N/A

N/A

✓

✓

N/A

N/A

N/A

Observation + scale/questionnaire + interview

✓

N/A

✓

✓

N/A

N/A

✓

Observation + scale/questionnaire

✓

✓

✓

N/A

N/A

N/A

✓

Observation + interview

N/A

N/A

N/A

✓

N/A

N/A

✓

Performance evaluation + obser- ✓
vation

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Performance evaluation +
scale/questionnaire

✓

N/A

✓

N/A

N/A

✓

✓

Think-aloud + scale/questionnaire

N/A

N/A

✓

N/A

N/A

N/A

✓

Think-aloud +interview

N/A

N/A

N/A

✓

N/A

N/A

✓

Scale/questionnaire + interview

✓

N/A

✓

✓

N/A

✓

N/A

Scale/questionnaire + diary stud- N/A
ies

N/A

✓

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Interview + focus group

N/A

✓

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Observation + performance
evaluation + think-aloud +
scale/questionnaire

Performance evaluation +
scale/questionnaire + interview

a

Study

✓

N/A

Reported in the review.

b

N/A: not applicable.
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Test Environment
Of the 20 reviews, 2 (10%) reported on the environment where
the usability assessment of the included studies took place. In
a review by Bhutkar et al [35], of the 17 studies that reported
on the test environment, 8 were conducted in hospitals, 5 in
intensive care units, and 4 in laboratories. In addition, 31 of the
42 studies reviewed by Inal et al [41], which focused on mobile
health interventions for mental health problems, reported having
conducted their usability testing in the natural environment of
the participants with the technology deployed in the everyday
environment of the intended users or their representatives. In
addition, the review of Ellsworth et al [29] did not provide data
on the test environment; however, the test environment was an
inclusion criterion, as they stated that they have included studies
that tested the usability of the hospital and clinic electronic
health records in the inpatient, outpatient, emergency
department, or operating room settings.

Discussion
Principal Findings
This scoping review of reviews aims to synthesize the
procedures used or reported for the different steps of the process
of conducting a user-centered usability assessment of digital
solutions relevant for older adults, to identify gaps in the
literature, and to identify the best practices for each of the
different steps. The results suggest that the characteristics of
study evaluators and participants and task procedures are only
briefly reported, and no agreement seems to exist on what should
be reported. The methods and techniques used for the assessment
of user-centered usability are the topics most commonly and
comprehensively reported in the reviews, whereas the test
environment is seldom and poorly characterized. Despite our
aim of searching for reviews reporting on digital solutions
relevant for older adults, only one of the included reviews
specifically targeted older adults. This suggests that studies
using older adults are scarce and that the findings of this scoping
review also apply to usability studies with adults.
Our findings are in line with the review of Ellsworth et al [29],
who reported that several of the included studies described the
participants, but not the individual who conducted the usability
assessment (study evaluator). The level of expertise and domain
experience, whether the study evaluator is external to the team
developing the product or service being assessed or, on the
contrary, is part of the team and potentially has a conflict of
interest when assessing usability, are examples of aspects that
have the potential to influence the results of the usability
assessment. Therefore, these should be reported by the authors.
Most of the techniques are complex procedures of usability
assessment; some of these depend on the interaction between
the participant and the study evaluator and, therefore, require
experience and knowledge to be assessed effectively.
The characteristics of the study participants most commonly
reported across reviews were age and sex. However, these seem
insufficient for the reader to make a judgment regarding the
degree of similarity between the sample and the target end users.
Educational or digital literacy levels are likely to influence how
the participant perceives the usability of the system. For
http://humanfactors.jmir.org/2021/1/e22774/
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example, different subgroups of older adults may perceive the
usability of the same system differently [46]. Therefore, a
detailed characterization of physical, emotional, cognitive, and
digital skills is needed for an appropriate interpretation of the
results of the usability evaluation in certain subgroups of older
adults. Furthermore, a detailed characterization of health
conditions might also be relevant [46]. These aspects will also
inform whether the sample used is representative of the end
users. The use of nonrepresentative users and, therefore, the
failure to consider their needs and preferences may result in
products with low usability [36]. In general, the sample sizes
are small, and no rationale for the size of the sample is provided.
The appropriate sample size for usability studies is a matter of
debate, with some authors arguing that 4 or 5 participants are
enough to identify approximately 80%-85% of usability
problems [50-52], whereas others report that with these numbers
of participants only 35% of usability problems are determined
[53]. The type of interfaces, the tasks performed by the
participants, the context of use, and the state of technology
development may explain the differences between studies [34].
Furthermore, it is worth noting the definition of usability as the
measure by which a product can be used by specific users to
achieve specific goals with effectiveness, efficiency, and
satisfaction [15]. Conceivably, small sample sizes may be
enough to detect usability problems but may be insufficient to
have a broader view of usability more in line with the present
definition.
Only 2 reviews reported on the tasks that participants were asked
to perform to assess the usability of the product or service
[46,49], and both concluded that, in general, studies reported
on the protocol of the tasks used. Tasks vary depending on
several factors, such as study aims, target population, interfaces,
methods, and techniques used for usability assessment [46].
Nevertheless, the definition or selection of tasks that participants
should perform should mirror the future use of the product or
service [34,40]. No principles were found to guide the selection
of tasks. For example, should there be a minimum set of tasks
to be performed, should tasks require single or multiple steps,
or should there be a minimum amount of time that each
participant needs to spend using the product or service are
illustrative examples of issues that are not clear.
The methods and techniques used for the assessment of usability
have been consistently reported, and most reviews have found
that a combination of methods and/or techniques are usually
performed, in line with recommendations [19]. Different
methods and techniques have different strengths and limitations
[46] and, therefore, their combination is more likely to provide
a comprehensive view of usability problems [19]. For example,
scales and questionnaires are easy to use and useful for gathering
self-reported data about the user’s perception but might have
limited value informing on which aspects of the system need
to be targeted for improvement [29,54]. Scales and
questionnaires should be valid, but a few reviews have reported
the use of scales and questionnaires that are unlikely to have
been validated. Although there might be reasons to develop or
adapt a scale/questionnaire, this process must be followed by
evidence of its validity [41]. Interviews and observations are
recommended when the number of participants is small because
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both generate high amounts of data that are time-consuming to
analyze. Nevertheless, interviews can be useful to understand
the reasoning of the user when facing a problem, and observation
gives an insight into the moment when a problem occurs [46].
It is argued that think-aloud protocols may result in the loss of
focus on the tasks being performed, whereas user performance
is an easy assessment, particularly in cases where the system
automatically records the performance indicators, but might
provide limited information if used alone [46]. The most
frequent multimethod combination described in the literature
is the test and inquiry method combination; however, we found
no information in the included reviews regarding which
combination of techniques is the most sensitive and whether
this could vary depending on the development stage of the
product or service being evaluated. Furthermore, the
combination of techniques should allow for the assessment of
effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction, as these are all part
of usability.
Only 2 reviews reported on the test environment, but both
referred that most included studies reported usability testing to
have been conducted in the real context. Nevertheless, we found
no indication of how long the usability assessment should be
conducted, that is, how long the participants should be allowed
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to use the product or service before assessing it, and whether
conducting the usability assessment in a real context means that
the product or service was used in the circumstances that it is
expected to be used.

Recommendations and Future Research
The conducting of rigorous experiments on user-centered
usability is likely to result in increased sensitivity for these
experiments, that is, an increased ability to detect usability
issues. Developing a consensus framework is likely to improve
the quality of studies on usability evaluation and respective
reporting, improve comparability of usability results across
studies, provide digital solutions helping consumers and
producers to identify the best products, improve the efficiency
of the process of usability evaluation and facilitate further
research on the impact of usability on other outcomes, such
health-related outcomes. Textbox 1 presents a list of parameters
that we believe should be considered when planning and
reporting user-centered usability studies. These parameters
provide guidance while also being flexible to accommodate
study differences regarding aspects such as study participants
or the digital solution being assessed. At present, we are working
on a Delphi-study aiming to establish an international consensus
on user-centered usability evaluation procedures.

Textbox 1. A proposed guide of aspects to consider when designing and reporting a user-centered usability evaluation study.
Study evaluator:
•

Provide a rationale for sample size

•

Experience with usability evaluation with users (if none, plan training)

•

Establish clear inclusion and exclusion criteria (age, gender, educational level, and academic background)

•

Clarify whether internal or external to product development

Participants:
•

Provide a rationale for sample size

•

Define clear inclusion and exclusion criteria

•

Define sampling methods (probability/nonprobability) and setting of recruitment

Methods and techniques:
•

Provide a rationale for the combination of methods and techniques

•

Define equipment needed

•

Select valid and reliable instruments of assessment

Task:
•

Define the number

•

Provide a detailed description of tasks

•

Develop a participant script

Test environment/equipment:
•

Identify and justify the choice (lab test or field test or both; remote test or face to face)

•

Identify facilities and material needed

•

Ensure the existence of an observation room and recording room

•

Ensure the proper functioning of all equipment necessary for the test evaluation
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Limitations of This Scoping Review
Some limitations are directly related to the typology of this
review, such as the absence of assessment of the quality of the
included reviews and the quantitative summary of findings [55].
Usability is also a topic on which a large number of publications
are published as conference proceedings, and such publications
were not specifically searched (selection bias). Nevertheless, it
is likely that by including mostly reviews published in journals
that these are more comprehensive, as conference proceedings
tend to have lower word counts for included papers. Abstracts
and full-text screening were performed first by 3 and 2 authors,
respectively, and after a common understanding was built, only
1 reviewer screened the remaining abstracts and full papers.
Although we believe that this did not have a major impact on
the results, having only 1 person screening for inclusion might
have increased the possibility of error and of not including a

Silva et al
potentially relevant study. The judgment made to decide whether
a manuscript was on a product or technology that could be of
use for older adults was a subjective judgment made by the
authors and could have biased the results toward the field of
health. Finally, no cross-checking of the primary studies
included in each review was made and, therefore, the same
primary studies could have been included in more than one
review.
In summary, we found a lack of a detailed description of several
steps of the process of assessing the usability of digital solutions
and no evidence on good practices. These findings suggest the
need for a consensus framework on the assessment of usability
that informs researchers and allows standardization of
procedures. Furthermore, it highlights the need to investigate
whether different techniques of assessing usability are more
sensitive than others to detect usability issues.
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Summary details of participant profile and sample size (sometimes percentages do not add up to 100%, as only partial information
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